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SUBJECT: Extract Errors 

 

One to two weeks prior to all extract freeze dates, technical staff on each campus are 

asked to run and review results from a standard “XEXT” validation report.  These reports are 

intended to screen all extract entries (in student files and in course section files) for possible 

errors.  Based on the output of these reports, campuses are expected to make manual corrections 

to flagged data records as needed in order to bring data into compliance with university system 

data standards.  Table 1 shows counts of XEXT errors for all census extracts since Fall 2010. 

 
Table 1 

Student and Section Error Codes Issued by XEXT Processes, Census Extracts 

 2010FA1 2011FA1 2012FA1 2013FA1 2014FA1 2015FA1 

BHSU 9 5 11 12 10 29 

DSU 3 4 4 2 3 20 

NSU 0 3 4 3 1 0 

SDSMT 3 1 1 0 1 0 

SDSU 27 18 17 31 16 19 

USD 18 372 25 11 22 22 

Total 60 403 62 59 53 90 

 

 

In some cases, these validation errors are unavoidable due to a true lack of available data.  

For example, a student not taking the ACT examination will be flagged in XEXT reports as 

representing a potential error due to his or her blank test score records.  This particular error code 

(i.e., missing ACT scores) represents a majority of the student errors recorded in institutional 

XEXT reports.  However, manual validation checks indicate that a variety of entry errors – errors 

that ultimately are correctable – flagged in XEXT reports are sometimes being allowed to pass 

into finalized frozen extracts.  Consequently, these errors become part of the university’s 

permanent extract record.  Examples of these errors can be broken into two categories including:   
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Student extracts: 

 

 Invalid birth date values 

 Missing or invalid state of residence values 

 Missing or invalid citizenship status values 

 Missing high school code values for high school students 

 Invalid federal cohort values 

 Invalid academic standing values 

 

Section extracts: 

 

 Faculty percentages not summing to 100 

 

 

Though not a frequent occurrence, such errors unnecessarily compromise the integrity of 

the student information system, and contribute to errors reported in a variety of both institution-

level and system-level reports.  AAC representatives are asked to discuss strategies for reducing 

the incidence of XEXT-indicated extract errors, and to help facilitate efforts to reduce the 

occurrence of these errors. 

 


